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The orthogonal representations of a finite group over a Dedekind domain are 
studied. First, we study the equivariant Witt group tt/,(D, DG) of a finite nilpotent 
group G over a Dedekind domain D. Introducing a h4orita correspondence on the 
set of orthogonal representations, we determine ?he structure of JVo(O, DG) for a 
finite nilpotent group G of odd order. We next treat the exact sequence 
0 --f W,(Z, ZG) -+ W,(Q. QG) --tF E’,(Q/iZ, ZG), which was introduced by A. Dress 
(1975, Ann. of Math. (2) 102,291-325). We show that the boundary homomorphism 
8 is surjective when G is a finite group of odd order. Qur last aim is to show that 
W,(Z, HG) is sufficiently large to investigate the Witt group PV,,(ZG) in L-theory 
when G is a finite group of odd prime power order. :C 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
0. INTRODUCTICN 
Let D be a Dedekind domain with the quotient field K and A be a 
D-order in the finite dimensional semisimple K-algebra A, that is, A is a 
bring of A which is finitely generated as D-modules 
$3 A = A. Throughout this paper, we always assume that A 
involution (-) satisfying ;=a, a + b=iifi;, b= &, and ol= cz for all 
U, h t A, o! t D. We regard this anti-involution as one of A, naturally. An 
orthogonal repesentation of A (over D) is a pair (V, 6) of the A-lattice V 
and the A-invariant, D-valued, nonsingular, symmetric b~l~~ea~ form b on 
V, where ‘“A-invariant” means b(av, w) = b(u, Cv) for all C.Y E A, v’, w E PT If 
V is a torsion A-module and b is K/D-valued, I[ V, b) is called a torsion 
orthogonal representation of A over K/D. An orthogonal re~rese~ta~~~~ 
(V, b) is called metabolic when there exists a A-invariant sublattioe N in V 
whose orthogonal complement iV+ = 
equal to hi. In this case, N is called a m 
poses into the direct product V= N, @ N, of 
(V, b) is called hyperbolic. The equivariant 
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Grothendieck group on the isometry classes of orthogonal representations 
of t2 modulo the subgroup generated by all metabolic forms. The most 
interesting case is that where ,4 is the integral group ring DG and the anti- 
involution is given by the inverse g = g ~~ ’ for elements g of G. In this case, 
this group is the same as GW(G, D) in [3] and GW,(D, G) in [Z]. The 
Witt group WH,JD, A) is the Grothendieck group on the isometry classes 
of orthogonal representations of n modulo the subgroup generated by all 
hyperbolic forms. This group is the same as H,.,,,(D)/hyperbolic in [2] 
when A = DG is a group ring. 
Theorem 2 in [3] states that the equivariant Witt group W,(D, DG) of 
a finite group G of odd order has a surjective induction homomorphism 
from the direct product of those of nilpotent subgroups. Therefore, our first 
purpose in this paper is to investigate the structure of W,(D, G) of a finite 
nilpotent group G. We will apply the Lenstra formula [7] on equivariant 
Witt groups as we have done on the Grothendieck group G,(DG) in [S]. 
We will define the notations to explain our first result. Irr,(G) denotes the 
set of all isomorphism classes of irreducible K-characters 0 of G. For a 
K-character 0 afforded by the irreducible KG-module P’, 0 denotes the 
irreducible K-character of G afforded by V* = Hom,( V, K) and es denotes 
the central primitive idempotent of KG satisfying ee V # 0. If p = ch( K) is a 
finite prime dividing the order IGI of G, we will regard es as a central 
primitive idempotent of K(G/G,), where G, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
When K is an algebraic number field, C 0 V decomposes into the direct 
product of irreducible @G-modules. In this case, two irreducible 
constituents x, x’ of @ 0 V are called K-conjugate and denoted by x - K~‘. 
By DO we denote the subring D( l/deg 8) in K generated by D and l/deg 8. 
Our first result is an analogue of Theorem 1 in [S]. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite nilpotent group. Then we have the 
isomorphism 
W,(D, DG) s c 0 W,(D,, D,Ge,). 
l?=~~Irr,y(G) 
We then introduce a Morita correspondence and get the following 
corollary, which is a generalization of Theorem 111.6.1 in [l]. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite nilpotent group of odd order and assume 
that K is an algebraic number field. We then have the isomorphism 
W&A DG) E c 0 %(D(x)). 
X-&;7ET 
Here T is the set of representatives for the K-conjugacy classes of 
irreducible complex characters of G, D(x) denotes the subring D( l/deg ,Y, 
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x(g);gf5 G) in the cyclotomic extension K(x(g):g~G) of K, and %$jD(~)) 
denotes the Witt group of Hermitian forms over the Dedekind 
domain D(x). 
In [3, Theorem 51, Dress introduced the exact sequence 
(0.1 j 0 d w,(n, ZG) - W~(Q, wj L IV,(Q@. zcj. 
In [I, ‘Theorem I.4.11, Alexander, Conner, and amrick extended thrs 
exact sequence into the general case 
They also asked whether the boundary map ? is an epimorphism or not 
when G is a finite group of odd order. Our next purpose is to give an 
affirmative answer to this question. Namely, we will prove the following 
theorem. 
Since hyperbolic forms are metabolic at least, there is a natural 
homomorphism: l+‘H,( Z, ZG) --+ IVO( Z, ZG j. In the case where G is a finite 
group of odd prime power order, we will show that W&Z, ZGj is 
sufficiently large to investigate the Witt group IV,(ZG) in L-theory, where 
they treat only projective LG-modules. Namely, we will prove the following 
theorem, which is a generalization of Theorem VI.5. I in [ I]. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a finire p-group Jro~ a.n odd prime p, @” -44 ;S 
a projectizje ZG-module and b is a metabolic, i~o~~~~~gl~~~r, Z-il.alued, 
C-inrariant bilinear form on M, then (M, b) has a projecriee metcbo!izer. 
1. NOTATION 
We will adopt the notation from [ 1, 61. All modules in this paper are 
finitely generated left modules, unless otherwise specific 
are finite. G always denotes a finite group, Z is the rationai integer ring, @ 
is the rational number field, C is the complex number field, and [F, denotes 
the finite field consisting of p elements. For a set S, jSI denotes the number 
of elements in S. In general, [(M, b)] denotes the class of (M, b) in some 
equivariant Witt group. d always denotes a boundary homomorpltism and 
indz denotes the induction homomorphism from a subgroup E of G to G. 
For a character 8, 81 E denotes the restriction of 8 into E. 
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2. LENSTRA'S FORMULA AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In this section, we assume that G is a finite nilpotent group. We will 
write G = HP G, as the direct product of its Sylow p-subgroups G,. Let 
n(G) denote the set of prime divisors of the order IG[ of G and ~(0) denote 
rc(G/Ker V) for an irreducible KG-character 13 afforded by an irreducible 
KG-module V, where Ker I’= {gE G:gu = r for all v E V}. For a set S of 
primes and an irreducible KG-character 6, we set G, = npcS G, and 8, 
denotes an irreducible constituent of 191 G3. Since 19 GS is homogeneous, 8, is 
uniquely defined. Then the canonical homomorphisms G + G, --f G induce, 
by restriction, an exact functor N,. Namely, for a DG-module M, N,hI is 
the D-module A4 on which G, acts as given for p E S and trivially for p $ S. 
Let (M, b) be an orthogonal representation of DG, then (N,M, b) is also 
an orthogonal representation of DG. We set N,(M, b) = (N,M, 6). We 
have to note that this functor is compatible with the Witt classes, that is, 
for submodule N of a DG-module M, the orthogonal complement of N in 
(M, 6) is equal to that of N in N,(M, b). Unlike the cases in [7, 81, we 
cannot directly define the Lenstra formula from W,,(D, DG) to 
Et@3 Wo(De, D,Ge,). Therefore, we will construct the diagram 
where a and 13, are all natural boundary homomorphisms, fi runs over all 
maximal ideals of D, and Y= (0 E Irr,(G) :8 = e}. We next show that this 
diagram is commutative and that #K and $p are all isomorphisms. If so, we 
can get the desired isomorphism by the well-known result [ 1 ] and (0.2): 
U’dD, DG) E Ker S z Ker C 8, z C 0 W,(D,, D,G.c~). 
B Be Y 
This is the assertion of Theorem A. 
(2.2) DEFINITIONS OF dp AND dK. Let (M, b) be an orthogonal represen- 
tation of KG. Every orthogonal representation of KG decomposes into the 
orthogonal sum of homogeneous components and metabolic forms. At 
least, it has the unique decomposition into the orthogonal sum of 
KG(e, + es)-modules with 8 E Irr,(G). Hence, in order to define a map bK, 
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we may assume that hl is a KG(e, + edj-module for some B E %rr,(G 1~ These 
Ns(M, h) is a KG(e,, -I eB,y)-module. Now we set 
If 0 # 8, then iM, h) is metabolic and so is q5K(M, h j. Extending it hneari:~. 
we can define the homomorphism 
We will next define bB for a maximal ideal $ of 0. Let F, be the quotient 
field I$/3 and p be the characteristic of Fp. It will be easily checked thz.: 
every orthogonal representation of FOG is equivalent to some orthogona! 
representation of F,G on which G, acts trivially. We know that B%S 
isomorphism, WO(FD, FOG) E CVo(Fp, FflGjG,), is given by NT..,- 1pi’ Let 
(M, h) be an orthogonal representation of FflG. Ignoring the direct factors 
of metabolic form, we may assume that M is a torsion DG?,-modnle for 
some 8 E Irr,(G). Since ME fiom(M, [FII), we have MCT~ = Me,- = M3 that 
isi BE Y= (ff e Ix,(G) 10 = 6’). By the choice of 8. $0) does not contain T, 
We now put 
Extending it linearly, we can define 
#a: Wo(F, FG) = Wo(F, FG/G,) - x 0 U’,(F, FGe,, j 
XE k.p$ir’ii 
kEm4h 2.3. qSK and da are all isornorpizisrns. 
Proqf e will show the inverse maps. Let ( H3 h) be an orthogona? 
representation of KGe, (or FBGee with p# ~‘0)) and put $K(H, A):! 
(or tifl(K h)e) = Lcn(d - 1) ln(e’pS’Ns(H h). IF follows from the same 
calculations as [i] that $4 = 1 and &j = 1’. 
It remains Fo be shown that the diagram (2.1) is commutative. Let ( t’. .5) 
be an orthogonal representation of KG and assume that V is a 
KGe,-module for some 0 E Y. Let I be a full DC-lattice in .V satisCfing 
b(J I) c D and J= {U E Y:b(v, I) c D )-. By the definition of the boundary 
homomorphism 2, S(V, b) is the class [(J/l, 6)] of (J,‘I. 8); where 6 denores 
(0 + D)iD. Decomposing into the P-torsiord parFs, we have c?( F$ h) = 
zp IVp:‘1p. bfl)lfl> where (V), denotes the @bcalization of Y and [ jLj 
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denotes the class in W,(D/fi, D/f3G). It is well known that this decomposi- 
tion gives an isomorphism 
WdWD, DG) ~1 CO WdWP, (D/B) G), 
B 
where /I runs over all maximal ideals of D. Therefore, we have 
On the other hand, we have 
and 
= C ((De,OJ)I(De,OO~ as) 
sc rrte) 
Combining these, we have (2 a,) dK= (2 dp) d, which shows that the 
diagram (2.1) is commutative. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
3. MORITA CORRESPONDENCE 
Let A be a maximal D-order in the semisimple K-algebra A. Let ,,M be 
a progenerator of A and A be the endomorphism ring End,,(M). In this 
case, M is considered as a (A, A)-bimodule and M* = Hom,(M, D) 
becomes a (A, A)-bimodule. As is well known, the Morita correspondence 
states that the tensoring MOd gives an equivalent functor of the category 
of A-left modules to the category of A-left modules and the tensoring 
M* On gives the inverse functor. The purpose of this section is to construct 
a Morita correspondence from the set of orthogonal representations of A 
onto the set of orthogonal representations of A. From the definition of 
progenerator, there are the isomorphisms 
(3.1) p: A40d M* --, A given byp(m@f)n=tiz(fi) 
z&f* @,, A4 + A given by r(f@ m) = fm for nz,nEM,fEM*. 
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In order to treat orthogonal representations, we have to assume that A ar;d 
A have anti-involutions. We will use the same symbol (-) to denote them. 
We will slightly change the definition of progenerators into the form ,9i 
orthogonal representations. 
H~~pothesls 3.2. M is a progenerator of A and there is an isomorphism 
,: M+ M* satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) b(rm)=b(m)r- for ~6.4~ WZEIG. 
(2) b(m) =ib(m) for SEA, 
(3) ~(b(n)0.,in7)=~(b(nzj0,, ni for rz, x E M, and 
(4) &WI O4 b(n)) = p(n od b(nz j). 
Retlzark. In the case where 4 is a Dedekind domain. If M is a 
progenerator of A and there is a n-invariant. d-valued, nonsingular 
symmetric bilinear form b on M, then we can define an anti-ir,volution ,of 
A satisfying the conditions (l)-(4) by using the anti-involution of A. 
We will show that under Hypothesis 3.2, the tensoring MO, gives an 
equivalence functor of the category of orthogonal representations of A :o 
that of A. This functor sends the set of metabolic forms over A onto the se: 
of metabolic forms of A. We thus have the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Under the above AFporhesix, u.‘e h:aw rile isonxxphiwts 
Wo(D, A) z Wo(D, n ) and Wiv,(D, A I 2 R’H,i D, .,I j. 
BrooJ’qf Theorem B. Let (H, h) be an orthogonal represectation of 2. 
For hl we define the bilinear form 6(h) on M@, pi by 
6(h)(m,O,n,,n~,O,7?~j=h(n,,~(b(~~~)0,~17i~)n,) 
for ml ) t~l? E M and n,, n2 E H. We have to show that this definition is weieli 
defined. 
LEMMA 3.3. The above definition is ire11 dcfitzed md 6th) i: C: 
A-invarian* ., qwmetric bilinear foinl. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. For r, fl E A, 111. u E M. and yi, t’ E 
E(h)(mst@n, pfi@ v) =h(tz, z(b(ttm)@,@) L.) =h(n, xt(b(m)@uu) Jr) 
= h(an, 7(b(m) 8 u) /%j = 6(h)(n1@ mz: u @I BP,, 
which implies that the definition is well defined. And moreover for r E (I, we 
get 
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which shows that 6(/z) is A-invariant. Finally, we obtain 
d(k)(m Q 17, UQ u) = Iz(n, t(b(m) Q 21) u) = h(t(b(n7) Q u) 0, n) 
=h(~, t(h(t72jQuj nj=h(tl, ~(b(~jan7) H) 
=S(h)(uQu, nzQn), 
which means that 6(h) is symmetric. 
We continue the proof of Theorem B. By the above lemma, the mapping 
@[(EC, /I)] = (MBA N, 6(h)) sends the set of isometry classes of orthogonal 
representations of A (containing singular forms) into the set of isometry 
classes of orthogonal representations of A (containing singular forms). 
Similarly, we can define the mapping Y[(S, s)] = (M* @.,, S, y(s)) for an 
orthogonal representation (S, s) of A, where y(s) is given by 
forfi, f2 E M* and t,, t, E S. We then assert that !P is the inverse map of CD. 
LEMMA 3.4. !P@ = 1 and @Y= 1. 
Prooj” of Lemma 3.4. For an orthogonal representation (H, h) of A, we 
have 
~~(s(~7))(fomQn,gQuQu)=~(~)(mQ~,lu(~~’(f~Qg)(~Q~~) 
=I@, ~(b(m)Q,~(~(b-‘(f)Qdgj ~1) 0) 
=A(~, r(h(fr7)~n b-l(fj(gujj 4 
=h(n, T(D(nz)Qb-‘(f)j(gu) 0) 
=h(r(b(rn)Qb-I’) n, (gu) 0) 
=h(T(b(b~l(f))Qm)iz,guL~) 
= h(fnzn, gut?), 
for f, ge M*, m, u E M, and n, u E H. Identifying H and M* Q,, MO,, H, 
we get y(b(h)) =1z and so @Y= 1. Similarly, we have Y@= 1, too. 
By Lemma 3.4 and the definition of @, we see that (H, h) is nonsingular 
if and only if @(H, h) is nonsingular and (H, h) is metabolic if and only if 
@(H, h) is metabolic, which proves Theorem B. This completes the proof of 
Theorem B. 
We next start the proof of the corollary, where K is an algebraic number 
field. Let 8 be a faithful irreducible KG-character with t? = 8 and R be the 
simple component of KG whose K-character is 8. It follows from 
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[4, Theorems 14.4 and 14.51 that R is the full matrix algebra M,,(K(;<)) 
over the field K(X) = K(x(g):g E G) and there is 
.- a representation <: G i i 
satisfying <(gP’j=‘;(g) and <(,D,G)=M,,(D(x)), where ;f is an 
irreducible complex character of G whose K- conjugacy class is 0, t decotes 
the transpose. and r(g) is the complex conjugate of t(g). Taking M as a 
row vector space i~lI(;:)=D(x)@ QD(;c) ofM,,;D(~)) and A!* as 
a column vector space of M,,(D (x ) ), we can check that these M aa;d M* 
satisfy the conditions of Hypothesis 3.2. Applying the Morila corres- 
pondence on M,,(D( x) ) and D ( K ), we can get the desired isomorphism 
tljiD,, DOGee) E W,-JD,, D(x)). Furthermore, since the relatii;- 
difference of D(x)/D, is a unit, we can see that the trace tr,Cfz &,[, gives an 
isomorphism 
Combining these maps, we finally get the desired isomorphism. This 
completes the proof of the corollary. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
It will suffice to show that the boundary homomorphism 2 is az 
epimorphism. Suppose false and let G be a minimal counterexample. Wz 
first assert: 
(4.1 i G is a nilpotent group. 
P~oo$ Suppose false, Let r be the set of all nilpotent subgroups and Ie! 
us consider the diagram 
:r 
, & 2 I& 
c Q Wo(Q, E) 3 
Esi- 
1 Q W()(QgL, .zE’E~ ( 1 @ kVo(FIF,. ,E)‘) 
EEI- P \EtT 
,..’ 
where p runs over all rational primes. By [3, Theorem 21, bot 
homomorphisms are surjective since the elementary subgroup is nilpoteEt. 
Furthermore, by the choice of G, ZE are all surjective. Since we can easily 
check that the above diagram is commutative. 8 is also surjective, which is 
a contradiction. 
Since G is supposed to be a counterexample. there exists a iors~~n 
orthogonal representation (V, h) such that its c!ass [(V, iz! in 
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IVO(Q/Z, ZG) is not contained in the image of 2. As we said in Section 2, 
since the decomposition into p-torsion parts gives an isomorphism 
W,(Q/Z, ZG) z J$ @ W,(lF,, [F,Gj, we may assume that I’ is an 
5,G-module for some rational prime p. Furthermore, we choose (V, h) to 
be out of the image of ii in such a way that V has minimal dimension. We 
next insist: 
(4.2) 1;' is a faithful [F, G-module. 
ProoJ: If a normal subgroup H of G acts trivially on V, then by the 
choice of G and the commutative diagram 
Wo(Q, QG) 2 W,i’Q/Z, ZGj 
Ti I 
6 
W,(Q, Q(G/H)jz W,(Q/Z, Z(G/Hj) 
we have [(I’, h)] E Im 6 c Tm da,;:, = Im d, c Im 8, a contradiction, Here 1’ 
and 6 are the natural homomorphisms induced by the homomorphism 
G -+ G/H. 
Since G is nilpotent, we have (p, IGI j = 1 and so 5,G is semisimple. The 
next assertion is; 
(4.3) V is irreducible. 
ProoJ: Let IV be an irreducible 5,G-submodule of I’. If the orthogonal 
complement W + of W contains IV, then we have that [(V, h)] = 
[( W’/W, lzl bV+!bV)] in W,,(QjZ, ZG), which contradicts the choice of I’. 
Hence we get I’= W@ W+. If W# V, then [( W, hi bV)] and [(W+, hi w+)] 
are both contained in Im d, which is a contradiction. 
(4.4) For etlery normal subgroup H of G, VI, is homogeneous. 
ProoJ Suppose false and let VI,= W, 0 ... 0 Wr be the Clifford 
decomposition into the direct product of homogeneous components Wi. By 
[S, Theorem 3.4.11, G acts on ( WI, . . . . Wr} transitively, which implies that 
r is odd. Since its dual WT= HomEP( W,, [FP) is also a homogeneous compo- 
nent of VI,, some W, has to be equal to Wi*. However, all W, are 
conjugate by elements of G together, which means W,“l- W, for all j. Let 
B={g~G:w~g= W,} and hl=hlw,. Then (W,,h,) is an orthogonal 
representation of IF,B and it follows from the easy calculation that 
indg( W,, 11,) g (V, h). Let us consider the diagram 
W,(O, QG) -% W,-JO/Z, ZG) 
I 
indz 
I 
indz 
~y,(~, aB) ~ W,(Q/Z, ZBj 
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This diagram is commutative and ?, is surjective by the choice of 6. which 
implies [( P’, h)] E Im(indg : 2,) c Im(S - indg) c Im 2, a contradiction. 
Since every proper normal subgroup of G has a faithftil irreducible 
module, every proper normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic. By the 
assumption, G is a nilpotent group of odd order. ence G is cyciic by 
[5. Theorem 5.4.101. 
efore we continue the proof of Theorem C: we need a few notations. Set 
.t7 = /GI. Since G is cyclic and v is a faithful irreducible ff,G-module, we 
may assume that P’s IF,(<) and [(F: A)] E FF’O(FF. !F,(:)) by viewing jFPi< r 
zs a component of F,G for some primitive R th root 5 of the unity irr the 
algebraic closure [FP of F,. Lt o be a primitive fzth root of 1 in C. Ws fix 
w for a while. Let B be the prime ideal of Z- Tw] which is the kernel oi the 
homomorphism qn: Z[w] + O,(c) given ‘by q(o) = 5~ As we said at the end 
of the proof of the corollary, Theorem IV.29 in Cl] gives ar, isomorphis~ 
&‘JFF, F,(i)) 2 .X6( F,(t)) by the trace map. By the assumption, -??,(E,:z” i: 
is not trivial and V= ‘FP( <) is isomorphic to its dual. Hence, PO(F,g( < i E is 
of order 2 and flnZ[o]+ is inert by Lemma III.1.l is, Cl]. wkx 
Z[w] + = Z[o] r? Q(w j+ and Q(w j + is the maximal real subfield of Q(c!~ ). 
I=)n the other hand, A’+ @&), Q,ru,+: Cl(Q(iojj -+Cl(Q(9$‘I is surjec~ive bj 
[6]. Hence, we get ~=ccc?(c) for some prime ideal cx of Z[wi a.nti 2:. 
principl ideal (c) of Q(w). where 2 denotes the complex conjagate of 1. 
Since /3=/J, il= c,!c is a unit of Z[o]. Then lilr= 1. SL;ch a unit in ZI[r:,] 
is only a root of 1 by [6] and so we get 7 = c’ or 7 (‘-= --c I’. fjVhen 7 = i.“. 
set k = I: while, if 7 = - c’l, then we set k = w - wdei~ In both cases. >x 
have kc” E Q(o)+. We can now construct an ortbogonaI representation 
(Q(ui, b) of QG over Q whose image by q~ is ia [( &‘? A,] + hm s. ik;5iCh 
contradicts the choice of (P’, /I). For L’, H‘E Q(cr)), ser 
b(P, iv) = tr’P(~,l, ~(ik”lY). 
!%‘e will prove the following final assertion. 
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By Lemma 111.1.1 and the statement in IV, Section 3 of [ 11, we have 
yi”O(Z[o]/o)) z Z/22 and “rank-mod 2” is the only invariant for an inert 
prime ideal 0 of Z[o] and *JZ[o]/a) = 0 for the other prime ideals 0. 
We will calculate the rank-mod 2 of ((bf” j’/(pp)). Since II is odd, we have 
that 
rank,(ilf~)‘/(Bf”)j=rank,(R/DOR/(k)OR/P) (mod 2) 
for all inert prime ideals u of R = Z[c>]. However, G acts faithfully on 
neither the homogeneous components of R/D nor R/(k), which means that 
by the choice of V, p is prime to (k) D and both D-torsion parts and 
(k)-torsion parts of ((fir)‘/@‘), 61 (pflf”ll,(pff”,) are contained in the image 
of d. These results prove that X$([F(l)) c Im d +@(Q(o), b)). This 
completes the proof of Theorem C. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
Suppose that Theorem D is false and let G be a minimal counter- 
example. In this section, p is an odd rational prime, G is a finite p-group, 
and (2 denotes the integral group ring ZG. Let A4 be a projective /l-lattice 
and b be a nonsingular, .I-invariant, Z-valued, symmetric bilinear form on 
M. We assumed that (M, 6) has a metabolizer N. By the Swan theorem in 
[IO], Q 0 211 is QG-free. Since W* z W for every irreducible QG-module 
W, Q@ N is also QG-free with a dimension tr. For each prime q, Z, 
denotes the q-localization of Z and set M, = Z, @ M. For q # p, A, = Z,G 
is a maximal order a;SG and so N, is a direct factor of M,, which implies 
that N, is &G-projective. Therefore, in order to prove Theorem D, it is 
sufficient to prove that there is a metabolizer N such that N, is 
Z,G-projective. Namely, it is enough to prove that (M,, b,) is hyperbolic, 
where b, is the bilinear form on A4, induced from 6. Therefore, we will 
treat only the localization at p and we will mostly omit indices p expressing 
p-localizations. Set /z(u, ~11) = CgE G b(z)“, iv) g-’ E 4 for L’, iv E A4. Then h is 
a Hermitian form and h is nonsingular, that is, for any free ,4-basis 
V i, . . . . z~~,~ of A4, there are dual n-bases byi, . . . . ii’2,1 in M. 
Let z be an element in the center Z(G) of G of order p and let G denote 
the factor group G/(Z). At first, we will prove: 
LEMMA 5.1. (M/(s - 1) M, h) is a nzetabolic Hermitian form over Z,(cj. 
where h = h + (Z - 1) 4/(~ - I ) 4 is Z, G-valued. 
ProoJ: Since (3 - 1) M = M n (z - 1 j Q @ M, M/(z - 1) A4 is torsion- 
free. It is known that (bf/(z - 1) A4, h) is metabolic if and only if (Q 0 
(M/(2 - 1) M), Q 0 /;) is metabolic. As QG-modules, Q 0 (M,‘(z - 1) M) 
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and (r - 1) Q @M have no common irreducible QG-submodules. Hence, 
Q @ N n Q @ (M/(2 - 1) M) is a metabolizer of Q @ ! M;:(z - 1) I@). 
Clearly, M/(2 - 1) n/r is Z,G-free. Hence by the choice ,cI^ S, 
(I@(z- I) M, h) is hyperbolic, say M/(2 - I) M= T@ T*, where T and 
T* are metabolizers. These are both Z,G-free. Let t,. . . . . I,, be a E,e-free 
basis of T and let t:, . . . . tz be the dual basis in T”. W-e wili next deal rxdi:h 
the p-torsion orthogonal representations ar?d we will then prove the 
following lemma. 
Proof: Set k = h + pA,/pA and L’ = M;‘pM. Clearly N + pM;i’.?d 
becomes a metabolizer of (VT k) for a metabolizer IV of M. On the ether 
hand, ( E:/(z - 1) I-, h + F,G) is hyperbolic by Lemma 5.1 and the above 
statements. i= and T* denote the image of T and T* in P:i(z - 1 j I’, respec- 
tively. We then assert that there is an element P; in P’ such ths! 
L.Y+(z- 1 J P?‘(z - 1) P’= < and k(vl, ~1: ) = 0, where < denotes the image of 
ii in Kiz - 1) V. Suppose that this assertion; is fake. For each &men: :‘. 
of FT with cl + (r- 1) b;/iz - 1 j G’=<. there is a~ integer e 2 1 such rha.~ 
k(c I,i:!)E(,---))e[FpG,sinceh(t,:i,j E fz - ! ) ZG. Choose an eiement v! so 
that e is maximal. Since (z- 1V 3 0 in F,G: we get F ,< p - I. Since 
c,+(:- 1) C:/(:-1) V=<and (t,, 13 is a basis of L’!(z-jj P’, there is an 
element .Y in (I- I)’ k’ such that 2k(c,, .u) = k(c,. rI Jo Ther, we ha-;e 
k(r,-s,c,-T)E(3--))“t’, a contradktion. We have to I;ote airat smce 
J= iZ:.:eG EP( 03 - 1) )- is the maximal ideal of a local ring F,G, I‘ is an 
F,G-free base of P’ if and only if i- is an F,G,‘(z )-free base of B’.‘;r - I ) 5,. 
Let r: be an element of P’ such that rT+ (: - 1 j F’:‘(; - 1) V=>. Thrr: 
( cI Y 11:) is an orthogonal direct factor of ( 1; A). since we hai;~ 
K(i’,, ;‘, )=a, x-(0,, v:j E 1 +J, and k(cT, ~3:) E Jo Since D is odd, (‘1:. I “) 
becomes hyperbolic. Set V, = {u E I,‘: kitj2 L i ; = 0, kj~.: !>T! = 0 i- ~i~czi _ _I 
r’Jz - 1 ) F’z = (t,, . ..~ t,,, 2, . . . ,2) is again hyperbolic. Repeating these 
s, we have that (V,i~j=(u~,zlT)@ . . @(P,,~v,~) and {l,i.i’) is 
hyperbolic. 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem D. By Lemma L.2. 
(M!pM, b + plh/pZ j is hyperbolic. By the same argument in the proof s! 
Lemma 4.2, we obtain that (h>,, 6) is hyperbokc, where &c is the corn?& 
locaka;ioa of M at p and 6 is a bilinear form on $kJ7 induced by 6. Set 
kP = F@ I’* with metabolizers Y and Y*. Set H= (Q @ AgP, n Y ma 
H*=(Q@M,)n Y”. By Theorem 24a in [IO]. we have N= Y and 
H” = I’*, which shows that MP = H@ H* and so Al,, is hyperbok. Jki~ 
completes the proof of Theorem D. 
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